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Ripper St. Martin's Press More than a century after a violent scientist escapes upon developing a mutant ﬁghting gene and committing the Jack the Ripper murders, the secret Event
Group agency discovers his formula while working against a feared enemy and unleashes a dire threat in the complex that turns colleagues against each other. Reprint. 100,000 ﬁrst
printing. Event A Novel Macmillan In the summer of 1947, an unidentiﬁed object crashed in Roswell, New Mexico. There were no survivors. Now it's happened again. But this time, two
creatures have emerged from the wreckage alive . . . One is a small being that is kind and benevolent, brimming with intense emotion and intelligence. The other, however, is an
animal of remarkable strength and power. It has been brought clandestinely to our world with one sole purpose: the total extinction of all life on Earth. It is called the Destroyer of
Worlds. Only the Event Group, the most secret agency in the history of the U.S. government, is prepared to wage battle against such a creature. The Event Group is a dedicated
collection of the nation's most brilliant men and women of science, philosophy and the military. Their diﬃcult task: solving the mysteries of the past and uncovering the hidden
truths behind the myths and legends propagated throughout world history. In doing so they protect America from past mistakes---and ensure that history's errors will never be
repeated. An act of war that started in New Mexico decades ago, and was covered up by another far darker organization, has been discovered by the Group at the same time as the
new and seemingly identical incident threatens to wipe out the Earth's population. In the desert wastelands of the American Southwest, a battle is about to commence as the two
creatures set out to fulﬁll their own destinies among the human race. Led by the valiant Major Jack Collins, the Event Group wages total war in the heat-soaked sands of the desert
landscape. Using the benevolent creature as an ally and resource, they combine forces with the powerful might of the U.S. military and prepare themselves for an epic battle against
the most dangerous threat against human existence that history has ever seen. Event tells of an epic struggle between two worlds. Author David Lynn Golemon has written a classic
supernatural thriller, each page bringing human civilization closer to extinction, that proves a blistering roller-coaster ride of thrills and adventure. The Mountain An Event Group
Thriller Macmillan In 1863 a meeting takes place between legendary war leaders--a secret alliance that will never show up in any American history books. A clandestine arrangement
has been struck for a single chance to heal a war-torn nation. The mission is to bring the greatest prize in the world back to American soil-remnants of pre-history's greatest ship
and most startling mystery. The prize may lie on a mountain top inside the ﬁerce Ottoman Empire, yet the men who seek it are only days away from trying to kill one another. In
2007, America's darkest agency known to only a privileged few as the Event Group, has been tasked by the President to bring home a famous former astronaut who was on a
mission to bring back the greatest biblical artifact-Noah's Ark. It will be up to the newly-installed Director of Security at Department 5656, Major Jack Collins and his team of brilliant
men and women, to rescue the archeological expedition from forces that will kill to keep the mysterious artifacts inside the territorial borders of Turkey. THE MOUNTAIN is the latest
entry in a series that ratchets up the suspense with each new installment. Combining the action of James Rollins and Matthew Reilly, David L. Golemon sets the bar even higher with
his New York Times bestselling series. Beyond the Sea An Event Group Thriller Thomas Dunne Books The Soviet battle cruiser Simbirsk, which launched in June 1940 and was reported
sunk in 1944 with the loss of all hands, is still sailing the open sea. January 2017: American Los Angeles class submarine USS Houston is tracking a surface target that is not listed as
part of the Russian navy’s response to the NATO maneuvers. What they ﬁnd will set in motion the answers to one of the great mysteries of World War II. With the Russian navy
bearing down on the Houston and international tensions running high, the United States Navy declares the Soviet-era derelict legal salvage under international law. With the world’s
most powerful navies going toe-to-toe in the North Atlantic, the President of the United States calls upon the one organization that has a chance to ﬁgure out why this ship is in this
time, in this place—Department 5656, also known as the Event Group. When the Event Group arrives, they are confronted by three warships of the Russian Navy who have come to
claim their nation's property. The two groups meet and soon discover that the ancient battle cruiser is not a derelict at all, but fully functional with a mysterious apparatus that sent
the original crew to their deaths. In the midst of their warfare in the tossing seas, both navies are sent into a realm of unimaginable terror—an alternate world of water, ice, and
death. The Event Group has a new mission when relics of the fabled Philadelphia Experiment surface in Beyond the Sea, the twelfth thrilling hit in New York Times bestselling author
David L. Golemon's Event Group series. Overlord An Event Group Thriller Macmillan In the stunning conclusion to the Matchstick Man saga that began with Event and continued with
Legacy, the End of Days is upon humanity---invasion has arrived! Some speculate that the war between the two worlds began 700 million years ago, while others say it started in
1947 over a small town in New Mexico called Roswell. Regardless of dates, the war is now upon us, and after centuries of watching, the enemy attacked. The plans of a million years
are ﬁnally ready for what we have always known was coming---Armageddon. As world allies fall to the wayside, a growing political faction from several nations sends a clear signal
that cooperation between the superpowers and the lesser states cannot succeed. As nations start a mad scramble to realign their military structures, the war begins silently in the
depths of the oceans, and ﬂares to global brightness with the ﬁrst military strike in history between two diﬀerent worlds. Only one element in the arsenal of the world can possibly
give Earth a ﬁghting chance at survival---a small being that has already saved the world once in the Arizona desert is now called upon to outthink his former masters---the
Matchstick Man. While Matchstick Man searches for the real motivation behind the invasion, the Event Group is the one entity that refuses to accept the inevitable defeat of
humankind. They've learned that the answer to this war has always been here on earth buried deeply in our ancient past, and that they may even hold the clue to salvation inside
their own artifact vault. But with the devastating loss of its military arm and one of their leaders, Colonel Jack Collins, the group is being torn apart by internal conﬂict and
devastating personal decisions. Even worse, the group's old enemies have returned to take revenge, and the worst fears of Department 5656 are realized---a breach in security
allows intruders to get at the secrets inside the complex in Nevada. Can the group come together to defeat their enemy and defend the planet? As the war wages on, countries fall,
nations ﬁght to the last man, and the fate of the planet depends on a few good men and women in this action-packed thrill ride from New York Times bestselling author David L.
Golemon. The Traveler An Event Group Thriller Macmillan 267,000 BCE. The continent was its own world, untouched by the planet-wide catastrophe that ended the reign of the
dinosaurs over sixty-ﬁve million years before. A traveler arrives in the jungles of this ancient world who will ﬁght to survive carnivorous creatures in a land never meant for human
kind. In another time and in a land far distant, men and women struggle to recover from the loss of so many of their own in a battle. Inside of this Group, Colonel Jack Collins has
summoned the best of the best from the most secretive organization in the United States government, The Event Group, to help him in his quest. The new mission is to recover one
of their own: to bring home a lost soldier from a world that existed in the distant past. To accomplish the impossible, Department 5656, the Event Group, will have to travel to a
place and time far removed from their own world - almost 300,000 years in the past. The trail to ﬁnd the technology to accomplish time travel will be ripe with treachery and murder
as the Group ﬁghts to bring home their friend, Captain Carl Everett, a man that was lost in a battle to save the world. This will be a ﬁght that if lost, will change the very history of
the planet and thus our present. Leviathan An Event Group Thriller Macmillan The ships of the world are under attack, attacks so sudden and vicious that many ships are lost without
a single distress call. The navies of the world start a frenzied search, but even these ships disappear without a trace. Enter the Event Group, the most secret organization in U.S.
history. Armed with proof that history is repeating itself, the Group ﬁnds themselves in the grasp of an insane genius straight out of the pages of Jules Verne. They are up against
the descendent of the man who was the inspiration for the captain of a vessel known to the world as Nautilus. Legend comes to life in the form of Leviathan, the most advanced
undersea vessel in history. She will stop at nothing to save the seas and to render justice to humankind for a world that has long been dying, a world Leviathan plans to alter
forever, unless the Event Group can stop her! Carpathian An Event Group Thriller Macmillan The Event Group tackles their most challenging mission yet in this no-holds-barred thrill
ride from the New York Times bestselling author of Ripper and Legacy Perfect for fans of Clive Cussler, James Rollins, and Matthew Reilly, the latest gripping thriller from David L.
Golemon takes the Event Group---the nation's most secret agency---to the brink in a heart-stopping race against time. Rumors of the seemingly magical victory that allowed the
Exodus of Israelites from Egypt have resonated through the archaeological world for decades. Now evidence has been discovered that points to a new explanation of how the
ancient Hebrews destroyed the unstoppable army of Pharaoh with a tribe of warriors who disappeared a generation later, after the destruction of the City of Jericho, taking with
them the most valued treasures of a people without a homeland. Today a treasure of a diﬀerent kind is unearthed at the lost ruins of Jericho, one that will change the history of
God's Chosen People for all time—the petriﬁed remains of an animal that could not exist. Enter the Event Group. Led by Col. Jack Collins, the Group's brilliant men and women gather
to discover the truth behind not only the Exodus, but also the magniﬁcent animals that led the defeat of Pharaoh's army. On a whirlwind race to save the most valuable treasure and
artifacts in the history of the world from those who would destroy them, the Event Group will come face-to-face with every myth, legend, and historical truth that has ever unfolded
in the mythic and larger-than-life Carpathians---or as the area was once known, Transylvania, the land of Vlad the Impaler. The newest pulse-pounding installment in the New York
Times bestselling Event Group Series, Carpathian pushes the limits of suspense, where every chapter contains new twists and revelations in this exciting, page-turning read. The
Supernaturals Macmillan Named One of Riﬄe's Ten Best Haunted House Books of All Time Built at the turn of the twentieth century by one of the richest and most powerful men in
the world tucked away in the pristine Pocono Mountains, Summer Place, a retreat for the rich and famous, seems the very essence of charm and beauty, “a scene borrowed from a
wondrous fairytale of gingerbread houses, bright forests, and glowing, sunny meadows.” But behind the yellow and white trimmed exterior lurks an evil, waiting to devour the
unwary... Seven years ago, Professor Gabriel Kennedy’s investigation into paranormal activity at Summer Place ended in tragedy, and destroyed his career. Now, Kelly Delaphoy,
the ambitious producer of a top-rated ghost-hunting television series, is determined to make Summer Place the centerpiece of an epic live broadcast on Halloween night. To ensure
success, she needs help from the one man who has come face-to-face with the evil that dwells in Summer Place, a man still haunted by the ghosts of his own failure. Disgraced and
alienated from the academic community, Kennedy wants nothing to do with the event. But Summer Place has other plans... As Summer Place grows stronger, Kennedy, along with
the paranormal ghost hunting team, The Supernaturals, sets out to confront...and if possible, destroy...the evil presence dwelling there. Empire of the Dragon An EVENT Group
Thriller Join Colonel Jack Collins, Carl Everett, and Director Niles Compton, and the rest of the Event Group staﬀ, in their latest adventure! Skies will explode, oceans of sand will rise,
and ancient seas from the bowels of the Earth will be called upon to protect the greatest secret in all of China-The legend of Empire of the Dragon. A Death in Chelsea A Mayfair 100
Mystery Crooked Lane Books The intrepid women of Mayfair 100 are up against a deadly and elusive enemy--and the darkest secrets of Britain's upper crust--in the second nail-biting
installment of Lynn Brittney's Mayfair 100 mysteries. In the dark days of World War I, an aristocrat's suspicious suicide propels a one-of-a-kind crime-ﬁghting team into a sordid
world of blackmail, betrayal, and tragic secrets. When the phone rings at the Mayfair 100 exchange, the news is rarely good, and this time is no exception. The Duchess of Penhere's
daughter, notorious society gossip queen Lady Adeline Treborne, has been found dead in her room in what appears to be a suicide--but her family suspects foul play. The secret
Mayfair team of amateur female detectives has been restlessly awaiting their next case, and this will prove one of their thorniest. When Dr. Caroline Allardyce performs an autopsy,
she is able to conclusively prove that the woman was murdered. Lady Treborne had made many enemies through her vicious gossip column, so there's no shortage of suspects.
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Supported by a cadre of professional police oﬃcers, the Mayfair women launch their investigation, but there's much more to this case than meets the eye. As they venture into a
world that lays bare London high life at its lowest, the team soon begins to comprehend the danger at hand--and how this tangled web of treachery could ensnare anyone who gets
too close. The Boy & the Book [a wordless story] Charlesbridge Publishing A spine-tingling tale of book bonding. In this wordless story, a little boy ﬁnds a book that he loves at the
library. It’s a match made in kid lit heaven. But not for the book. Sometimes the little boy’s excitement gets the better of him and the book suﬀers from possibly too much love: bent
pages, tears, hugs, tossing, and shaking. The poor book requires ﬁrst aid from his friends. Every time the boy comes to the library, the books hide and plan escape routes. But when
the book gets away from imminent danger in the boy’s hands, the look of loss in the boy’s eyes is enough to turn a tragic tale into a love story. The boy soon learns that the book is
not just an object and is so much more on the inside. He loves the story the book gives him more than the fun he had playing with it. Bob Kolar’s charming and hilarious illustrations
show how sometimes our love for a good book can be too much, but with a more gentle touch, books can give us much comfort and joy. The Event Group Thriller Collection, Books
1-12 Event, Legend, Ancients, Leviathan, Primeval, Legacy, Ripper, Carpathian, Overlord, The Mountain, The Traveler, and Beyond the Sea Thomas Dunne Books New York Times
bestselling author David L. Golemon's Event Group series is an "increasingly clever series" (Booklist) about Department 5656, also known as the Event Group, a secret government
agency dedicated to solving America's past mysteries and bringing forth the truth behind myths and legends. Here together in a low priced eBook bundle are the ﬁrst twelve novels
in this action-packed, thrilling series. EVENT LEGEND ANCIENTS LEVIATHAN PRIMEVAL LEGACY RIPPER CARPATHIAN OVERLORD THE MOUNTAIN THE TRAVELER BEYOND THE SEA
Reacher: Killing Floor (Movie Tie-In) Penguin "Now an original series on Prime Video" -- Cover. Jack the Ripper's Secret Confession The Hidden Testimony of Britain's First Serial Killer
Simon and Schuster With several million copies sold in the last ﬁfty years, My Secret Life, ﬁrst published by Grove Press in the 1960s, is one of the most famous pornographic works in
literary history. What readers of this long-banned and troubling book of violent sexual fantasies failed to realize is that it is also the confession of history’s most ﬁendish killer.
Written during the era of Jack the Ripper, it’s narrated by “Walter,” the pseudonym of textile millionaire Henry Spencer Ashbee. Walter was a voyeur and rapist obsessed with
prostitutes, and his writing revealed his darkest sexual secrets. He died in 1901, long before his book would be widely read. Only now have researchers ﬁnally come to the
conclusion that “Walter” and Jack the Ripper were, in fact, one and the same. Jack the Ripper’s Secret Confession puts all the pieces together, and its new theory will amaze and
titillate scholars who for generations have pondered the true identity of history’s most brutal murderer. Legend An Event Group Thriller Macmillan Go down a river of no return,
toward a fateful meeting with an animal that predates mankind's existence by ninety million years---after a treasure that has captured man's desires for centuries. This is what
Legends are made of. The year 1533: Sent by Francisco Pizarro, Captain Hernando Padilla and his small Spanish expedition found the legend that men had only dared to whisper. In
a lost valley deep in Brazil, he discovered what had driven men of greatness into sheer madness: El Dorado, the largest gold deposit in the world, hidden away from the march of
time, preserved as the pristine Eden of wondrous sights and forgotten people. But what he found wasn't just gold. Instead, Padilla and his crew awakened a devil hidden in the lost
valley, a beast of the Amazon who rises from the mother of all waters to viciously kill any who threaten the secret of the long-vanished Incas. But one soldier survives the bloody
savagery and, before dying, shares his story with a lone priest in Peru. A secret the Vatican quickly buried away. The Present: Professor Helen Zachary is searching for a hidden
legend, buried deep within the Amazon Basin---a great beast who has survived there since the dawn of time, a being ready to plunge modern science into a world of darkness. And
into this darkness, Professor Zachary and her team vanish. Now a letter from a colleague of Zachary's sends the Event Group, led by Major Jack Collins, chasing down the professor's
lost expedition and into the legendary darkness of the Amazon. Dedicated to discovering the truth behind the myths and legends propagated throughout world history, the Event
Group---an agency within the U.S. government that oﬃcially doesn't exist---ensures that mistakes from the past are never repeated. They are a dedicated collection of the nation's
most brilliant men and women of science, philosophy and the military. Using cutting-edge technology exclusively designed for the Event Group by the U.S. military, they travel from
Brazil to the Little Bighorn, from Columbia to the hallowed grounds of Arlington National Cemetery. As they do, the Event Group faces mounting opposition from several diﬀerent
adversaries bent on either discovering the whereabouts of El Dorado . . . or trying to bury the legend forever. Ancients An Event Group Thriller Macmillan When an ancient weapon of
unprecedented destruction with ties to the fall of Atlantis is discovered in the South Paciﬁc, Colonel Jack Collins and his covert team of Event Group agents work to prevent the
weapon from falling into the hands of hate groups who would destroy the world. 30,000 ﬁrst printing. Classic Westerns Simon and Schuster Discover six classic novels as you follow
the footsteps of the trailblazers who settled the American West. As the American West opened up to settlers after the Civil War, people were eager for tales of great adventures,
endless possibilities, and the pioneering spirit. Classic Westerns is a collection of six novels that captured this sense of exploration and brought the rugged landscape into the
homes of readers everywhere. These novels—The Virginian by Owen Wister, O Pioneers! by Willa Cather, The Lone Star Ranger and The Mysterious Rider by Zane Grey, and
Gunman’s Reckoning and The Untamed by Max Brand—tell of life on the open plains, in dusty outposts, and alongside majestic mountain ranges that rose to greet travelers who
ventured forth into the unexplored country to ﬁnd their destinies. A Brutal Chill in August We all know about Jack the Ripper, the serial murderer who terrorized Whitechapel and
confounded police in 1888, but how much do we really know about his victims? Pursued by one demon into the clutches of another, the ordinary life of Mary Ann "Polly" Nichols is
made extraordinary by horrible, inhuman circumstance. Jack the Ripper's ﬁrst victim comes to life in this sensitive and intimate ﬁctionalized portrait, from humble beginnings, to
building a family with an abusive husband, her escape into poverty and the workhouse, alcoholism, and ﬁnally abandoned on the streets of London where the Whitechapel Murderer
found her. With A Brutal Chill in August, Alan M. Clark gives readers an uncompromising and terrifying look at the nearly forgotten human story behind one of the most sensational
crimes in history. This is horror that happened. Fahrenheit 451 A ﬁreman in charge of burning books meets a revolutionary school teacher who dares to read. Depicts a future world
in which all printed reading material is burned. Legacy An Event Group Thriller St. Martin's Press When the discovery of a billion-year-old skeleton on the Moon triggers violent
uprisings, Jack Collins and the Event Group work to discern the skeleton's identity and ﬁnd clues about an ancient alien war that has not yet ended. Lost Girls An Unsolved American
Mystery HarperCollins New York Times Bestseller • Now a Netﬂix Film “Rich, tragic...monumental . . . true-crime reporting at its best.”—Washington Post The bestselling account of
the lives of ﬁve young women whose fates converged in the perplexing case of the Long Island Serial Killer. Now updated, with a new epilogue by the author. One late spring
evening in 2010, Shannan Gilbert—after running through the oceanfront community of Oak Beach screaming for her life—went missing. No one who had heard of her disappearance
thought much about what had happened to the twenty-four-year-old: she was a Craigslist escort who had been ﬂeeing a scene—of what, no one could be sure. The Suﬀolk County
police, too, seemed to have paid little attention—until seven months later, when an unexpected discovery in a bramble alongside a nearby highway turned up four bodies, all evenly
spaced, all wrapped in burlap. But none of them Shannan’s. There was Maureen Brainard-Barnes, last seen at Penn Station in Manhattan three years earlier, and Melissa
Barthelemy, last seen in the Bronx in 2009. There was Megan Waterman, last seen leaving a hotel in Hauppauge, Long Island, just a month after Shannon’s disappearance in 2010,
and Amber Lynn Costello, last seen leaving a house in West Babylon a few months later that same year. Like Shannan, all four women were petite, in their twenties, and had come
from out of town to work as escorts, and they all had advertised on Craigslist and its competitor, Backpage. Lost Girls is a portrait of unsolved murders in an idyllic part of America,
of the underside of the Internet, and of the secrets we keep without admitting to ourselves that we keep them. Long considered “one of the best true-crime books of all time”
(Time), this edition includes a new epilogue that speaks to developments in the case, including the shocking fate of Mari Gilbert, Shannan’s mother, for whom this case became the
crusade of a lifetime. Las Vegas Down The Story of the Route 91 Festival Shooting Independently Published A True Crime Fantasy Thriller A darkness that grew undetected... a tragedy
no one imagined... and a girl that wanted to live... In the style of Dan Brown's Angels and Demons, Las Vegas Down is the untold story of the Las Vegas shooting and the life of the
shooter, Stephen Paddock. In this gripping account of one of America's worst tragedies, D.P. Conway takes what is known, and imagines what is missing to deliver a compelling
narrative that gives answer to the question "Why?" The story begins with a dark connection in Paddock's ancestry and moves quickly into the criminal life of his mobster father,
Bingo Bruce, and his father's "Bonnie and Clyde" style mistress, who cast long shadows over the killer's life. It is also the inspiring story of a girl named Theresa, and her best friend,
both country music fans, who suddenly ﬁnd themselves caught up in a life or death situation they never imagined. But will they survive? The story then moves from the darkness of
that night to a marvelous dawn with an ending you never imagined and one you will never forget. It has been said that great story tellers use their imagination to bring order out of
chaos, and in this work, D.P. Conway does not disappoint. Praise for Las Vegas Down "An immensely powerful book.... The blending of fact and ﬁction is seamless... a compulsive
read... The background on Stephen's life - including ﬁctional extrapolations on his motives for the massacre - is also fascinating... A powerful and compelling read from start to
ﬁnish..." Onlinebookclub.org Oct 2018 "A unique work of genre-bending ﬁction..." Book Life Oct 2018 "Conway aptly blends real-life elements with ﬁctional characters and situations.
An engrossing, dramatized consideration of a real-life tragedy... 3 Stars." Kirkus Reviews Sept 2018 Crooked Maid Harper Collins Mid-summer, 1948. Two strangers, Anna Beer and
young Robert Seidel, meet on a train as they return to Vienna, where life is just resuming after the upheavals of war. Men who were conscripted into the German army are ﬁltering
back home, including Anna’s estranged husband, Dr. Anton Beer, who was held prisoner in a brutal Russian camp. But when Anna returns to their old apartment, she ﬁnds another
man living there and her husband missing. At his own house, Robert is greeted by a young maid with a deformed spine. The household is in disarray, with his mother addicted to
narcotics and his stepfather, an industrialist and former Party member, hospitalized after a mysterious attack. Determined to rebuild their lives, Anna and Robert each begin a
dogged search for answers in a world where repression is the order of the day. Before long, they are reunited as spectators at a criminal trial set to deliver judgment on Austria’s
Nazi crimes. In The Crooked Maid, Dan Vyleta conjures up a city haunted by its sins and a people caught between the needs of the present and debts owed to the past. Dourado A
Dane Maddock Adventure A sunken treasure. An ancient Biblical artifact. A mystery as old as humankind. On January 25, 1829, the Portuguese brig Dourado sank oﬀ the coast of
Indonesia, losing its cargo of priceless treasures from the Holy Land. One of these lost relics holds the key to an ancient mystery. But someone does not want this treasure to come
to light. When her father is murdered while searching for the Dourado, Kaylin Maxwell hires treasure hunter and former Navy Seal Dane Maddock and his partner Uriah "Bones"
Bonebrake, to locate the Dourado, and recover a lost Biblical artifact, the truth behind which could shake the foundations of the church, and call into question the fundamentally
held truths of human existence. Join Dane and Bones on a perilous adventure that carries them from the depths of the Paciﬁc to ancient cities of stone as they unravel the mystery
of the Dourado. Hunting Season A Novel St. Martin's Press Edward Kreiss is a retired FBI agent--a manhunter whose specialty is making rogue operatives disappear. When Kreiss's
daughter vanishes in the backwoods of rural West Virginia, and the FBI has no leads to follow, Kreiss follows his own--with a vengeance. Exercising the lethal maneuvers that made
him the best "sweeper" in the business, Kreiss plunges back into action--this time as the dangerous loner he was once trained to kill. Unknown to Kreiss, corrupt agency brass have
their own reasons for keeping the kidnapping low-proﬁle--and making the job of eliminating Kreiss high priority. Called in to take him down is a deadly female assassin with a killer
instinct that surpasses that of her prey. Now, as hunter becomes hunted, Kreiss ﬁnds himself and his daughter trapped in an elaborate game of political scandal and personal
revenge. And whatever secret has been buried by Kreiss's elusive enemies is sure to trigger open season on anyone who discovers it. Fahrenheit 451 A Novel Simon and Schuster A
totalitarian regime has ordered all books to be destroyed, but one of the book burners suddenly realizes their merit. Surviving the Mob A Street Soldier's Life Inside the Gambino
Crime Family Huntington Press Inc What do you do when the law wants you behind bars and the New York crime families want you buried? That was the life-and-death dilemma
confronting Andrew DiDonato, who began his criminal career at age 14 under the watchful eyes of the local Mob. By the time he was 17, the infamous Gambino family made
DiDonato an associate of the Nicholas Corozzo crew. For the next 14 years, he was a loyal street soldier, immersed in dangerous and proﬁtable criminal activities: burglary, forgery,
extortion, loan sharking, car theft, bank robbery, counterfeiting, drug dealing, credit-card and insurance fraud, witness tampering, weapons possession, and attempted murder. He
was also involved in the underworld gambling operations, which took in millions dealing dice and cards, booking sports and horses, and running numbers. Between these pages
you'll ﬁnd the most in-depth look at Mob gambling ever. At age 31, DiDonato ran afoul of both the law and his friends, turning him into a hunted man on two fronts. After 17 months
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on the run, the law caught him ﬁrst. Surviving the Mob is a cautionary tale of the harsh reality of a criminal, inmate, fugitive, and witness who--so far--has lived to tell the tale. Tales
of the Cthulhu Mythos Stories Del Rey "The oldest and strongest emotion of mankind is fear, and the oldest and strongest kind of fear is fear of the unknown." --H. P. LOVECRAFT,
"Supernatural Horror in Literature" Howard Phillips Lovecraft forever changed the face of horror, fantasy, and science ﬁction with a remarkable series of stories as inﬂuential as the
works of Poe, Tolkien, and Edgar Rice Burroughs. His chilling mythology established a gateway between the known universe and an ancient dimension of otherworldly terror, whose
unspeakable denizens and monstrous landscapes--dread Cthulhu, Yog-Sothoth, the Plateau of Leng, the Mountains of Madness--have earned him a permanent place in the history of
the macabre. In Tales of the Cthulhu Mythos, a pantheon of horror and fantasy's ﬁnest authors pay tribute to the master of the macabre with a collection of original stories set in the
fearsome Lovecraft tradition: ¸ The Call of Cthulhu by H. P. Lovecraft: The slumbering monster-gods return to the world of mortals. ¸ Notebook Found in a Deserted House by Robert
Bloch: A lone farmboy chronicles his last stand against a hungering backwoods evil. ¸ Cold Print by Ramsey Campbell: An avid reader of forbidden books ﬁnds a treasure trove of
deadly volumes--available for a bloodcurdling price. ¸ The Freshman by Philip José Farmer: A student of the black arts receives an education in horror at notorious Miskatonic
University. PLUS EIGHTEEN MORE SPINE-TINGLING TALES! The Language of Dying Jo Fletcher Books In this emotionally gripping, genre-defying novella from Sarah Pinborough, a
woman sits at her father's bedside, watching the clock tick away the last hours of his life. Her brothers and sisters--she is the middle child of ﬁve--have all turned up over the past
week to pay their last respects. Each is traumatized in his or her own way, and the bonds that unite them to each other are fragile--as fragile perhaps as the old man's health. With
her siblings all gone, back to their self-obsessed lives, she is now alone with the faltering wreck of her father's cancer-ridden body. It is always at times like this when it--the dark
and nameless, the impossible, presence that lingers along the fringes of the dark ﬁelds beyond the house--comes calling. As the clock ticks away in the darkness, she can only wait
for it to ﬁnd her, a reunion she both dreads and aches for... Quincey Morris, Vampire Texas adventurer and vampire hunter Quincey Morris has managed to ﬁnally kill Dracula, only
to ﬁnd himself transformed into a vampire, pursued by Professor Van Helsing and his friends, who seek to destroy him. Original. The Secrets We Kept A novel Vintage NEW YORK
TIMES BESTSELLER • A thrilling tale of secretaries turned spies, of love and duty, and of sacriﬁce—inspired by the true story of the CIA plot to inﬁltrate the hearts and minds of
Soviet Russia, not with propaganda, but with the greatest love story of the twentieth century: Doctor Zhivago • A HELLO SUNSHINE x REESE WITHERSPOON BOOK CLUB PICK At the
height of the Cold War, Irina, a young Russian-American secretary, is plucked from the CIA typing pool and given the assignment of a lifetime. Her mission: to help smuggle Doctor
Zhivago into the USSR, where it is banned, and enable Boris Pasternak’s magnum opus to make its way into print around the world. Mentoring Irina is the glamorous Sally Forrester:
a seasoned spy who has honed her gift for deceit, using her magnetism and charm to pry secrets out of powerful men. Under Sally’s tutelage, Irina learns how to invisibly ferry
classiﬁed documents—and discovers deeply buried truths about herself. The Secrets We Kept combines a legendary literary love story—the decades-long aﬀair between Pasternak
and his mistress and muse, Olga Ivinskaya, who inspired Zhivago’s heroine, Lara—with a narrative about two women empowered to lead lives of extraordinary intrigue and risk. Told
with soaring emotional intensity and captivating historical detail, this is an unforgettable debut: a celebration of the powerful belief that a work of art can change the world. The
Abduction of Pretty Penny A Daughter of Sherlock Holmes Mystery Minotaur Books A continuation of USA Today bestselling author Leonard Goldberg's Daughter of Sherlock Holmes
series, The Abduction of Pretty Penny ﬁnds Joanna and the Watsons on the tail of an infamous killer. Joanna and the Watsons are called in by the Whitechapel Playhouse to ﬁnd
Pretty Penny, a lovely, young actress who has gone missing without reason or notice. While on their search, the trio is asked by Scotland Yard to join in the hunt for a vicious
murderer whose method resembles that of Jack The Ripper. It soon becomes clear that The Ripper has reemerged after a 28-year absence and is once again murdering young
prostitutes in Whitechapel. Following a line of subtle clues, Joanna quickly reasons that Pretty Penny has been taken capture by the killer. But as Joanna moves closer to learning his
true identity, the killer sends her a letter indicating her young son Johnny will be the next victim to die. Time is running out, and Joanna has no choice but to devise a most
dangerous plan which will bring her face-to-face with the killer. It is the only chance to protect her son and rescue Pretty Penny, and save both from an agonizing death. The
Abduction of Pretty Penny is a wonderful new entry in a series that the Historical Novel Society calls “one of the best Sherlock Holmes series since Laurie R. King’s Mary Russell
books." The Price of Inheritance A Novel Simon and Schuster In this enthralling new novel from the author of The List (a “smartly paced and dishy debut,” Publishers Weekly, starred
review), a young woman working in the high-end art world stumbles upon a rare antique—and an irresistible man with a dark past. After eight years in the American Furniture
department at Christie’s, twenty-nine-year-old Carolyn Everett is a rising star. But one wrong decision and a scandal leaves her unemployed and broken. Desperate to piece her life
back together, Carolyn leaves New York City to work in a tiny antique store in Newport, Rhode Island. One day at a small county auction, she discovers a piece of Middle Eastern
pottery, which she purchases for twenty dollars on a hunch. Curiosity sends her on a mission to ﬁnd its original owner, and she eventually winds up in the town’s United States Navy
Base—and in a relationship with notorious womanizer Marine Sergeant Tyler Ford, who claims the relic came to him as a gift from his translator during the early days of the Iraq
War. From two diﬀerent worlds, Tyler and Carolyn become obsessed with the mysterious relic—and each other—until the origin of the art comes under intense scrutiny and reveals a
darker side of Tyler’s past. Carolyn still feels like there’s more to the story, but can she risk attaching herself to another scandal—and does she truly know the man she’s fallen in
love with? The Price of Inheritance is a rare ﬁnd of a novel. Engaging, suspenseful, and full of intrigue, it delves into the elite world of big bucks deals and dangerous black market
promises, where one woman must decide whether she’s willing to gamble her greatest asset—her heart. UNDER THE KNIFE MIRA A fan-favorite novel by internationally bestselling
author Tess Gerritsen For attorney David Ransom, it begins as an open-and-shut case: malpractice. Then Dr. Kate Chesne storms into his oﬃce, daring him to seek out the
truth—that she's being framed. When another patient turns up dead, David starts to believe her. Somewhere in the Honolulu hospital, a killer walks freely. And now David ﬁnds
himself asking the same questions Kate is desperate to have answered. Who is next—and why? The Event Group Thrillers, Books 1-3 Event, Legend, and Ancients Thomas Dunne Books
New York Times bestselling author David L. Golemon's Event Group series is an "increasingly clever series" (Booklist) about Department 5656, also known as the Event Group, a
secret government agency dedicated to solving America's past mysteries and bringing forth the truth behind myths and legends. Here together in a low priced eBook bundle are the
ﬁrst three novels in this action-packed, thrilling series. EVENT When an unidentiﬁed object crashes in Roswell, New Mexico, two creatures emerge. One is here to help, the other has
been intentionally brought here for one sole purpose: the total extinction of life on earth. Major Jack Collins must lead the Event Group in a battle for the survival of our world.
LEGEND The President of the United States sends the Event Group after a treasure that has captured man's desires for centuries, the legend of El Dorado. And lurking in the
darkness is a legendary beast of the Amazon who will rise from the mother of all waters to viciously kill anyone threatening the secrets of the long vanished Incas. ANCIENTS The
Event Group must face its most dangerous assignment yet—to ﬁnd the lost trail of the Ancients and unearth a missing key before the new Reich does and uses it to decipher the
most dangerous weapon in the history of the world. The Event Group is the world's only hope as they search and battle for the lost power of the Ancients. The Mating Season (Jeeves
& Wooster) Random House __________________________________ A Jeeves and Wooster novel 'It's hard to single out one book as the entire Jeeves and Wooster collection is Bach Rescue
Remedy in literary form, but this tale of romantic imbroglio is a priceless hoot... Every sentence is a perfectly wrought delight.' Independent At Deverill Hall, an idyllic Tudor manor
in the picture-perfect village of King's Deverill, impostors are in the air. The prime example is man-about-town Bertie Wooster, doing a good turn to Gussie Fink-Nottle by
impersonating him while he enjoys fourteen days away from society after being caught taking an unscheduled dip in the fountains of Trafalgar Square. Bertie is of course one of
nature's gentlemen, but the stakes are high: if all is revealed, there's a danger that Gussie's simpering ﬁancée Madeline may turn her wide eyes on Bertie instead. It's a brilliant
plan - until Gussie himself turns up, imitating Bertram Wooster. After that, only the massive brain of Jeeves (himself in disguise) can set things right. Season of the Witch The
continuing adventures of Colonel Jack Collins and the rest of Department 5656--better known as the Event Group--as they fend oﬀ an attack at their very heart while they must deal
once again with history beginning to repeat itself. The Cutting Edge Lincoln Rhyme Book 14 Hachette UK From the Sunday Times bestselling author of The Goodbye Man, discover
Jeﬀery Deaver's chilling series featuring much-loved protagonists Lincoln Rhyme and Amelia Sachs. Someone is killing couples just as they start their lives together. Newlyweds
Lincoln Rhyme and Amelia Sachs are on the hunt . . . The ﬁrst victims, William and Anna, were collecting her engagement ring. 1.5 carat, almost ﬂawless. But the Promisor had other
ideas for their future . . . Their murder - and that of the diamond cutter they were visiting - is only the ﬁrst of a series of macabre attacks. The killer is hunting down any witnesses
who might lead to his capture. He has promised one thing: to destroy. But Rhyme and Sachs will do whatever it takes to break his vow. 'The best psychological thriller writer
around.' The Times Tom Clancy's Op-Center: Into the Fire A Novel Macmillan When the USS Milwaukee is attacked by the North Koreans, the Op-Center initiates a sensitive operation
to rescue the survivors, a mission made more crucial following the discovery of a secret pact between China and North Korea.
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